
August 2, 2021

To: Oregon Cheer Coaches

In anticipation and preparation for the upcoming 2021-22 competitive cheerleading seasons, the
Oregon Cheerleading Judges Association has completed our full cycle of scoresheet review and
implemented changes to the scoresheets that we believe will positively affect the athletes and
teams that compete in Oregon Cheerleading Competitions in the coming year.

We propose the following changes for the upcoming season

Game Day Score Sheets are updated with 2 objectives: (1) reduce redundancy and
provide better feedback to our coaches, and (2) to align with Varsity Brands Game Day
score sheets, preparing teams to compete at the national level.

To achieve these objectives the following changes were made:

● Reduced scoresheets from 9 to 3 per performance- previously all judges provided
feedback in all areas. New score sheets are routine specific (1) Dance (2) Cheer (3)
Overall Composition.

● Scoresheets will provide definitions of each scoring element
● Each judge is responsible for 45 points of the routine, weighing all elements equally

Traditional Routine Score Sheets are updated with 2 objectives: (1) reduce subjectivity
from current scoresheets, and (2) align skill weight closer to Varsity Brands scoresheets,
preparing teams to compete at the national level.

To achieve these objectives the following changes were made:

● Combine standing and running tumbling to reduce the significant weight of this skill on
our current scoresheets.

● Add a tumble quantity score to the tumbling scoresheet to reward teams who are using
50% or more of their team members performing a synchronized tumbling skill.

○ In order to score points in tumble quantity 50% of your team must perform a
synchronized skill defined as the same skill at the same time. These points will
follow the tumble difficulty rubric (Rolls and cartwheels - 1, walkovers - 2, back
handsprings - 3, tucks - 4, layouts/fulls - 5). You cannot recycle skills for tumble
quantity. The skills used for tumble quantity can be used for your tumbling
difficulty score.

■ Example 1 - Team of 12. 6 athletes perform a standing back handspring -
tumble quantity score = 3.

■ Example 2 - Team of 12. 4 athletes perform a standing back handspring,
2 athletes perform backhandspring tuck. This is not a synchronized skill,
if no other synchronized skills are performed this team scores = 0.



■ Example 3 - Team of 12. 12 athletes perform a standing back handspring
- tumble quantity score = 3.

● Reduced Difficulty Points from 10 to 5 and Execution points from 15 to 10 to provide
consistency and better feedback to coaches in both the tumbling and building
scoresheets.

● Reduced points on Overall score sheet categories from 10 to 5, reducing the weight of
the most subjective scoresheet.

● Replaced “Overall Impression” with “Cheer Skills” to the tumbling & building scoresheets.
The Tumbling judge will be looking for tumbling, jumps, and kicks effectively used in the
cheer to lead the crowd. The Building judge will be looking for stunts and pyramids
effectively used in the cheer to lead the crowd.

Individual and Group Stunt

● Individuals - Standing and running tumbling are separate divisions. Both are expected
and each are worth 15 points (5 difficulty - 10 execution)

● Group Stunt -
○ Added toss execution. For difficulty the toss is still a part of the stunt difficulty

score. However, there are 5 points available for toss execution.
○ Added pyramid. 3 points are available for pyramids. Levels are determined by the

highest point. 1 pt. Pyramid below prep level. 2 pt. Pyramid at prep level. 3 pt.
Pyramid at  extended level.

Attached you will find copies of all new scoresheets, drafted by the Oregon Cheerleading
Judges Association and approved by OSAA.

Please reach out if you have any questions.

Jenny,

ocjajudgetrainer@gmail.com


